
Acts 15:1-35—Empowered to Enjoy the Gospel

• Intro
• Luke inserts these smaller stories into the larger story of the spread of the gospel through 

the church in order to teach us lessons from the life of the early church.
• Last week = 1st missionary journey = gospel multiplying like crazy.

• It is NOT coincidental that as this begins to happen there is a major theological debate that 
threatens to derail the whole plan.

• Walk Through the Passage:
• 15:1—the Jews turned Christians are saying that, if you REALLY want to be a Christian, you 

have to be circumcised. 
• You can see why this creates a pretty serious problem in the teaching—primarily women 

and children at new member class at this point!
• 15:10—Peter is piping in talking about how impossible it was for him, who was BORN A 

JEW, to keep all the Law!
• How far can I walk on the Sabbath? How many fabrics can I have on my shirt? Can I eat 

turkey bacon? What about yoga pants?
• If we all know beyond a shadow of a doubt that we never could measure up to the Law for 

our whole lives, why would we cast that same burden onto our new Gentile bros/sisters
• 15:13—we shouldn’t make it difficult for people to come to Jesus

• Not with our wording; not with cliques; I want to put no barrier or hurdle in someone’s way 
from coming to Harvest and coming to Jesus!

• We have ONE central life and death message—the GOSPEL. No other secondary 
message is worth distracting people from the one that saves!

• 15:20—so what about this list?
• Sexual Immorality—he mentions this one because it was widely practiced as a norm in 

culture to be sexual promiscuous. 
• As far as the other two, these two pieces of Jewish Law were very important and, for the 

sake of fellowship with the Jews, he is asking them to abstain from these things.
• The Jews would have heard that and said—613 laws down to 2….wow!
• Beautiful picture into Christian community:

• We gladly lay down our rights and our preferences for the good of the body, for the 
good of the brothers and sisters around us.

• Covenant People = NOT “If you do this, I’ll do this,” BUT, “Regardless of what you do I 
am committing to be this for you!”
• Love you. Serve You. Spur you on to maturity.
• It’s saying, if this is a weakness for you, if this causes you to stumble, if this will 

cause you to grow weary, then I’m not stepping in to that!
• It’s you and me laying down our rights and preferences so that one another may 

flourish!
• James is not being legalistic here he is saying CONSIDER ONE ANOTHER!

• Ceremonial and Civil Law vs. Moral Law
• Christians still keep the moral dimension of the Law because it reflects God’s character 

and God doesn’t change.
• Some people call conservative Christians inconsistent because we still abide by what 

the Law says about sex but not what it says about fabric or boiling goats in their mother’s 
milk.
• We aren’t picking and choosing what to apply and what not to; rather, we are living 

under the authority of the Bible until it tells us that portions are no longer binding.



• 15:30-31—rejoiced because of its encouragement! And all the men said, Amen and came to 
membership the next week!
• Here is what happened—where fear and doubt and possible confusion was reigning, the 

GOSPEL WAS REINTRODUCED IN ANTIOCH!
• From the day your are saved to the day you breathe your last, you will need to keep on 

and keep on being regospeled!
• We will always look around and see those who seem to be farther along in the journey 

than us, seem to have it more together, seem to love Jesus more. We will all have our own 
struggles with morality or our struggles with really pursuing the Lord.

• In the middle of those struggles what we need is to be reminded of the GOSPEL of what 
God has done for us in Christ. To be reminded that all we need, we already have in Jesus. 
That all our approval with God is based on Jesus’ perfect record of performance for us, not 
ours for him!

• 3 Temptations to Drift that Harvest Must Avoid:
• From a concern for reaching outsiders to a concern for pacifying insiders

• It is so easy, because we are the ones who are HERE, to forget about what makes it easy 
and more inviting for people OUT THERE to want to come in HERE and meet Jesus.

• 15:13—we ought not make it hard!
• There are some folks in here who had to make this same decision a few months ago. You 

notice them because they are the older/wiser gang among us. For the sake of mission 
they gave up—choir robes, paint colors, pews, carpet colors, an organ…a lot has changed 
around here and several people left.
• They chose to ADVANCE THE MISSION rather than PRESERVE TRADITION

• From Grace back to Law
• These people calling for the requirement for circumcision were SAVED. They believed that 

they were saved by grace alone but then something happened and they began to work 
backwards back to a rules-based relationship with God.
• Luther—we are hardwired for this. Something about RULES seems SAFER to us. It 

gives us more control.
• Our list of rules is different—most likely it does NOT include circumcision. But we invent 

our own list of rules that, if you keep them, make you right with God.
• In ministry? Serving somewhere at church? Having a quiet time? Going on a mission 

trip here and there? Tithe?
• For any lost people that come here on Sundays or visit your Community Group or sit down 

with you for coffee—when we preach law (rules-based relationship), we make it HARD for 
them to come to Christ.
• The gospel is that we are saved the moment we put faith in Christ. Not faith in what we 

have done or will do but on what HE HAS DONE FOR US!
• Jesus’ last words were “IT IS FINISHED,” not “GO FIX YOURSELVES!”

• From focusing on internal transformation to external conformity
• The gospel is about changing our hearts—remaking us from the inside out.

• Heart of love that the gospel requires is created by faith. The Bible really just calls us to 
2 things—Love God and Love people and everything else is an outflow of those two.

• When we transfer focus from internal transformation to external conformity, a whole 
bunch of things become LAWS That simply were not intended to be and become a 
determinant of whether we are spiritual or not. In the days of Acts 15, one primary 
example was circumcision. Here are a few of ours today:
• Alcohol
• Appearing and Talking like a Christian



• Politics
• Conclusion

• May we found ourselves on the gospel
• May we see people saved by the gospel
• May we make disciples in the gospel
• May we plant churches with the gospel
• May we go to the nations with the gospel!


